Books by David Newman

RELISH! FOR BUSINESS. Shake up your thinking, move your business forward,
spark innovation, jumpstart leadership - and use these ideas to open meetings,
ignite discussions, increase collaboration, improve communication, enhance trust
- and rediscover the joy of business. Relish! for Business consists of bite-size
chunks of straightforward advice and tools touching on a wide variety of business
and leadership topics, including innovation, time and stress, balance, integrity,
the power of doing, attitude, excellence, ethics, accountability, persistence,
focus, and many more. Use it as your "pocket guide" to hands-on leadership and
fast-forward business, designed for leaders with less time to read yet more
urgency to find meaningful and lasting solutions – now more than ever! $13.00
21 SECRETS OF SIMPLE MARKETING SUCCESS. 21 Strategies to help CEOs
and business owners unlock more clients, unblock more revenue, and unleash
business growth. Learn how to rapidly make subtle changes in your company’s
positioning, packaging, promotion, and performance to dramatically boost your
business. *BONUS* Includes a complete marketing plan blueprint, marketing
plan template, and even a completed sample plan you can modify! Don't let the
concise nature of the book (44 pages) fool you - EVERYTHING you need is in
here. That's why it's so simple - and so powerful. $27.00

UNCONSULTING. This is a handbook, a field guide, and a portable seminar on
the art and science of work done differently - smarter, simpler, more valuable,
and a bit contrarian: UNCONSULTING. Are you an "Army of One" running your
own business or a CEO who wants your company to stand head and shoulders
above the crowd? Would you like to get more done, make more money, and
rediscover the joy of business? This book is for you. 95 mini-lessons on fast
forward business thinking plus BONUS materials on sales, leadership, creativity,
innovation, networking and a huge resource section. $20.00

THE FORTUNE COOKIE BUSINESS BOOK. “Many receive advice, only the wise
profit by it.” So it is with this collection of over 500 micro-lessons for the world of
business. Each entry is a point for meditation, application – perhaps even the call
to action you've been waiting for. After all, sometimes the best thing to do is
“Confront yourself” or ask “Did today matter?” With fortunes, like with
contemporary art, so often the meaning is in the eye of the beholder. And what
you see depends on what you're looking for and what mood you're in, who you're
with, and what you're experiencing in other parts of your life. It is in this spirit
that David Newman shares these bits of business wisdom with you. $13.00
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RELISH! Your pocket guide to personal growth. The fun, cheeky, easy-to-pick-up
and start-anywhere format suits not only dedicated readers, but browsers and
page-flippers, too! These are tough times, with stress and uncertainty running
high. Sometimes it seems like survival should be our goal. Relish! contains zesty
hands-on micro-lessons that invite you to explore, grow, and thrive in both your
personal and business life – required reading for CEOs and business owners now
more than ever! $13.00

JUICED!™. Every CEO and marketer will find strategies for becoming more
creative and unleashing the creativity in others. Juiced!™ is a practical and
inspiring guidebook for freeing the creative spirit inside your organization! These
strategies are bound to make your thinking (and your doing) more interesting,
original, valuable, and actionable. Reviews include: “Juiced! is a joyful, upbeat
buffet of ideas for enhancing results. It's all about finding your own ways to think
and act creatively using your natural strengths while skillfully connecting with
others. That's the 'secret sauce' of success!” “Juiced totally rocks!” “5 stars!”
$35.00 manual PLUS Juiced™ Audio CD
BUSINESSARTTHINKNOW. A bonus-size bundle of messages, stimulation,
pictures, words, ideas, values, choices, directions, opportunities, mysterious
corners, superhighways, poems, shouting, fire, and sliced bread. It's your mental
elevator to the 15th floor in a 12-story building. It's a pocket MBA for creativity in
business. It's an invitation to read, explore, surf, skim, think, feel – and act! And
it's a ticket to a new business destination – perhaps to a place where you've
become a little more unstuck, unleashed, unafraid, unbounded, unconventional,
unusual, unfettered, and uncommon. $13.00

What if the next consultant you hired came with an instruction manual filled with
strategies to maximize the CLIENT end of the relationship? The Manager’s
Pocket Guide to Using Consultants (HRD Press, 2007) packs into one concise
book information it would take you years of trial-and-error to learn on your own.
It will help you think through and execute important decisions about using
consultants, like how to: Select the right consultant; Establish the relationship;
Work side by side with your consultant; Evaluate outcomes and make
adjustments; Maximize the consultant’s contributions as change agent, advocate
and mentor; Avoid consulting dangers, pitfalls and traps; Debunk myths and
evaluate “next practices.” Any CEO using or thinking about using consultants will
profit from this street-smart and balanced “exactly-how-to” advice. $10.95

To purchase books, please visit: http://www.cafepress.com/doitmarketing and
http://www.hrdpress.com/MPGUC or contact David Newman for volume discounts
or special custom editions for your organization.
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